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CLEANING UP
NEWS & VIEWS ON OUR INDUSTRY

The Industrial Advantage
Whether you manage a warehouse,
transportation centre, production plant or
manufacturing facility, maintaining a clean
and safe work environment is essential.
It’s also costly. Tracked in dirt and dust,
floors slick from machine oils – these not
only cause equipment wear and tear but
endanger employee and customer health.
The good news? Time and labour-intensive
manual cleaning is now a thing of the past.
Wesclean can help you clean better and
faster, at a much lower cost. Here’s how:
• Budget and financing optimize
efficiencies and maximize
performance while reducing labour
time and cost.
• Increase productivity while reducing
cleaning time with a more effective
cleaning system.
• Keep your staff and customer’s safe.
Better cleaning helps prevent the
spread of illness and reduces the
chance of costly accidents.
Advance Industrial Equipment
Wesclean is now a proud distributor and
service provider for Advance Industrial
Equipment. Advance offers the largest
selection of industrial solutions with the
features, capabilities and size you need
to accomplish your cleaning goals. This
includes easy-to-use and easy-to-maintain
industrial cleaning machines for your tough
cleaning needs.

Group of Companies

Sweepers
High-capacity sweepers with dust control
provides superior and cost-effective
cleaning results for a wide variety of
applications.
Autoscrubbers
Available in both walk-behind and ride-on
models that delivers flexibility, performance,
and ease of use that handles everything
from tight to large spaces. Leaves floors
clean and dry in one pass, and increases
safety and productivity.
Sweepers-Autoscrubbers
An efficient combination of a sweeper
and scrubber - dry sweep and scrub in a
single pass to reduce the time spent using
separate machines by almost half. Cleaner,
safer and faster.
Wesclean’s Planned Maintenance
Maintaining and ensuring your
machines are in good condition is
important for any business. Wesclean’s
Planned Maintenance protects your
equipment investment, extends the
life of your machinery and maintains
peak performance. Scheduling planned
maintenance twice a year keeps your
equipment - and your business - running at
maximum productivity.
How does your cleaning add up? Contact
us to help you find the right machine for
your facility using our convenient Return on
Investment (ROI) analysis and start saving
today. Contact us at 1-888-337-2929.
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Which Nilfisk-Advance Industrial Equipment is Right for Your Facility?
Terra 4300B Walk-Behind
Sweeper

SW900 Walk-Behind Sweeper
An ideal sweeper for cleaning
contractors for both indoor and
outdoor use offers effective dust-free
removal of dry debris. The large
main broom combined with dual side
brooms will enhance your everyday
productivity and cleaning results.

Wesclean Item:
6950053

SC900 X34D Walk-Behind
Autoscrubber
With simple features and controls,
this large walk-behind scrubber
makes cleaning simple for anyone
to use. Provides maximum uptime
and reliability and lowers your overall
cost to clean.

A compact rider sweeper that covers
up to 81,350 sq feet per hour and
can sweep both sides of a 48-inch
aisle or hallway. It is designed for
use both indoors and out, and on
multiple surfaces, including hard
floors, low-nap carpet and sidewalks.

Wesclean Item:
6950051

SC6500 Ride-On Autoscrubber

Wesclean Item:
6950042

Experience the combination of
effortless control and efficient,
sustainable scrubbing in one
powerful, compact package.
Engineered to deliver effective,
single-pass cleaning in demanding
environments.

Wesclean Item:
Coming Soon

For more information on these and other products, or to arrange an on-site demonstration, contact your nearest Wesclean branch
at 1-888-337-2929 or visit www.wesclean.com

Dear Dusty

Dear Jonathan

We a have a hotel with high or tall mirrors
in the washroom that gets constantly
splashed with water and we have to
almost climb on the counter to reach up
that high, or get a ladder to clean the top
of the glass. Not to mention all the front
lobby windows. I wish I had something
we could use to clean from the ground
level

We have a Speed Clean Window Kit
for outdoor use that utilizes a very light
aluminum pole that extends from 3 to
6 feet. With the average height of your
staff, they could reach up to 12 feet!

--Jonathan

This system uses a microfiber window
pad that glides across the window. No
pushing or scrubbing, similar to just
wiping the windows with a cloth. The
heads are eight inches so they will cover
a large area quickly and the pole will fit
on your regular housekeeping cart.

For indoors, we have the Stingray
Cleaning Kit that is designed for indoor
glass, windows and mirrors. This system
makes hard to reach areas and high
windows and mirrors easy to clean.
The refillable cleaner is attached in
the handle to reduce the amount of
equipment.
Call us at 1-888-337-2929 for more
information and to find the right system
for your facility, or to book a free demo
today!

With a microfibre system you use very
little water, just dampen the pad and you
can clean 50 to 100 sq ft of glass all
from the ground.
The Speed Clean Window Kit comes
with 6 pads, 3 for outdoor windows and 3
for inside windows!

Wesclean Item:
1800151

Wesclean Item:
9802061

Do you have cleaning questions for Dusty? Email deardusty@wesclean.com
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Avmor’s Dock and
Dumpster

Save-Chem Dispenser
Promotion

As the hot season approaches, odour
control is a big problem in dumpsters and
loading docks and cleaning them is an
unpleasant task. Dumpsters, organic rooms
and trash receptacles should be cleaned
regularly but the odour that builds up
inbetween cleaning can be overwhelming
in the summer heat and is difficult to
remove.

A practical and ergonomic sprayer
providing quick and easy installation
and cleaning. The Save-Chem
Dispenser is pre-tipped at 1:10 for
rich and 1:32 for lean dilutions. Fits
the 3.78L Biomor containers.
The Save-Chem Dispenser Kit
includes additional tips for use with
other products and applications.

Traditional cleaning requires physical
scrubbing, hazardous products and can
contain fragrances that only mask the
odour for a short amount of time.

Order 2 cases of Biomor
and receive a free
Save-Chem Dispenser.

By using Avmor’s Biomor cleaner with their
Save-Chem Dispenser it instantly releases
micro-organisms to attack malodours and
digest organic matter that builds up in the
dumpster areas. Also, it does not mask the
odour but it eliminates and neutralizes the
odour. This environmentally friendly solution
makes cleaning safer and healthier without
the risk of toxic chemicals that can be
found in conventional cleaners.
Avmor’s Biomor line is Ecologo approved
and was awarded the 2017 Distributor
Choice Award as favourite product of the
year.

Biomor Cleaner and
Deodoizer

Biomor Multi-Purpose
Cleaner

Biomor Multi-Purpose
Cleaner Fragrance Free

Wesclean Item: 7770103

Wesclean Item: 7770097

Wesclean Item: 7770101

Wesclean’s Innovation Trailer
Looking for new and innovative cleaning
solutions?
Wesclean’s Innovation Trailer is now on
the road to a location near you. The trailer
is equipped with the latest innovative
cleaning products and equipment available
in the cleaning and sanitation industry.

The Innovation Trailer is designed for
on-road demonstrations and training for all
of your equipment and cleaning practices.
By providing hands on training modules
and demonstrations, our goal is to train and
help you grow your business and reduce
your overall operating costs.

Equipped with a media center, BBQ
amenities and an awning, we will be
available to you rain or shine. Join us as
we come to a community near you.

Contact your nearest Wesclean branch for specific times and places at 1-888-337-2929 or visit www.wesclean.com
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The Latest Innovation:
Clorox Total 360 System

The electrostatic sprayer delivers
Clorox® approved products to hardto-reach places and provides a
more uniform surface coverage. Its
intuitive and ergonomic design utilizes
patented electrostatic technology to
provide wraparound surface coverage.

Disease-causing pathogens can destroy
a facility’s credibility and the wellness of
its members and employees. To help fight
the spread of pathogens, environmental
surfaces should be properly cleaned
and disinfected to ensure proper
efficacy against a broad spectrum of
microorganisms, including MRSA.
Help prevent the spread of infection
causing germs and keep a hygienic facility
with a new innovation solution by Clorox,
the Clorox® Total 360™ Disinfectant
System.
Clorox® is proud to offer the first system
that pairs an electrostatic sprayer with a
Clorox® trusted disinfectant. Electrostatic
technology enables superior coverage of
Clorox® trusted solutions in hard to reach
places — the side, underside and backside
of surfaces. Using the Clorox® Total 360™
Electrostatic Sprayer to apply Clorox® Total
360™ Disinfectant Cleaner gives you a
healthier facility.

The one-step Clorox® Total 360™
Disinfectant Cleaner eliminates odours
and kills cold and flu viruses, MRSA
and Norovirus in 2 minutes or less.
Wesclean Item: Coming soon
Electrostatic Technology

An electrode introduces an attractive
charge and atomizes the solution.
The particles are both attracted to
and uniformly coat surface.

Charged particles are
attracted to surfaces.

Solution reaches and
wraps around surfaces.

Each surface is uniformly
coated with solution.

Why Bunzl?
The Bunzl group of companies gives your company the efficiency of a national network with dedicated, local experts who know
that one size doesn’t fit all. We will work with you to build a unique solution to optimize your businesses.

Bunzl Canada: Cleaning and Hygiene Division
BUNZL CANADA
HEAD OFFICE
4240 Harvester Road, Unit #3
Burlington, ON L7L 0E8
Toll Free: 1-800-263-5620
www.bunzlcanada.ca

APEX SANITATION
HEAD OFFICE
324 Eddystone Avenue
Toronto, ON M3N 1H7
Tel: 416-503-3506
www.apexsanitation.com

PRESCOTT SM
HEAD OFFICE
1900 - 32 Avenue
Lachine, QC H8T 3J7
Toll Free: 1-800-361-9338
www.prescottsm.com

ACME SUPPLIES
HEAD OFFICE
2311 Government Street
Victoria, BC V8T 4P4
Toll Free: 1-800-667-2263
www.acmesupplies.ca

PLANET CLEAN
HEAD OFFICE
1609 Derwent Way
Delta, BC V3M 6K8
Toll Free: 1-800-663-9877
www.planetclean.com

WESCLEAN
HEAD OFFICE
11450 – 149 Street
Edmonton, AB T5M 1W7
Toll Free: 1-800-451-1533
www.wesclean.com

For a complete list of our locations, please visit our websites.

BUNZL CANADA 4240 Harvester Rd., Unit 3, Burlington, ON L7L 0E8 1-800-263-5620 bunzlcanada.ca

